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On Dec. 14 an activist agenda by the Humanist Movement Argentina's self-proclaimed leader of
the "new left" coalition was launched calling on "all progressive sectors" to initiate "an urgent
discussion" on suspending foreign debt payments, nationalization of foreign trade and finance,
categorical rejection of the government's economic adjustment plan (Plan Austral), and repudiation
of the government's attempted blanket restriction on the right to strike. The proposed agenda for
national mobilization was introduced during a rally of some 5,000 people at Luna Park in Buenos
Aires. The event was organized by the three groups which make up the Movement: Humanist Party
(political), The Community (social and cultural) and Green Future (ecologist). Representatives
of the Communist Party, Movement Toward Socialism (Movimiento al Socialismo), People's
Front (FREPU), and Peronists attended the rally. PC leader Fernando Nadra told reporters that
the proposed agenda was a "very positive" one for the new left. (Basic data from NOTICIAS
ARGENTINAS, 12/14/86; PRENSA LATINA, 12/15/86)
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